Global Risk Management

Risk management has traditionally been performed by individual business divisions,
which vary in their capabilities to identify and manage risks, and collaborate
information across a bank. This often results in fragmented and prolonged business
processes, reduced agility to respond to risk events, a restrained ability to scale up
business volumes, and added infrastructure and operational costs. Progressive risk
management demands a unified picture of risk across a bank, while it continually
strives to achieve accurate, integrated strategies, complete transparency and prudent
decision making, thereby reducing overall costs.
Understanding this need, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) offers global risk
management solution from TCS BaNCS that serves as a critical link between risk strategy
and day-to-day business operations. It enables banks to propagate opportunistic, risk
directives across all business lines and geographies using risk appetite indicators
and risk-based limit profiles. Leveraging global risk management solution from TCS
B a N C S , r i s k m a n a g e r s c a n co n t i n u o u s l y m o n i to r e x p o s u re a n d l i m i t
profile/concentrations, asset quality, risk-reward parameters, vulnerabilities and inplace countermeasures such that risks are constantly optimized and in line with risk
strategy. A comprehensive yet flexible global risk management solution from TCS
BaNCS can provide a real-time, fully drillable and aggregated view of quality-assured,
fully-audited, transparent global credit risk reference data across business divisions and
asset classes. The solution also enables risk managers to access the bank's consolidated
data along with trade-level data and caution traders on unsafe trade deals.

Overview
The current financial turmoil has asserted that
measuring risk is not the same as managing risk.
Risk managers frequently produce too much data
and there is also a lack of quality and transparency.
Further, driven by regulatory agenda, risk managers
have become isolated not just from decision making
but also from the very risks that they are mandated
to manage. No wonder, 80 percent of financial
services firms say their governance, risk and
compliance processes are still not integrated across
their enterprise.
One of the crucial questions banks need to ask
themselves is about aggregated data and full,
transparent access for risk managers to trade data.
There is an increased need for an integrated risk
management approach, which can help banks
continuously identify risks, assess the institution-wide
impact and implement an enterprise-wide strategy
to manage those risks collectively.
Comprehensive, enterprise-wide credit risk
management
The global risk management solution from TCS BaNCS
is a robust risk infrastructure management platform
that can help banks address all the above challenges

and also prepare for the ever-growing market changes
and new regulatory requirements. It also focuses on a
portfolio driven and deal-driven risk management
approach and provides real-time, fully-drillable
aggregated portfolio risk data views on country,
industry, business division and counterparty levels.
Whether it is maintaining relationships between
counterparty structures such as joint ventures and
common directors or analyzing the impact of
securities or collateral, TCS BaNCS can provide banks
with a competitive edge for sustainable growth.
From historical trend analysis and benchmarking
capabilities, to identifying potential problems and
integrated limit sanctioning processes, the solution
caters to every need, thereby, strengthening a bank's
overall risk institutional culture and helping banks
with better decision making.
Our solution also provides a 360° view of qualityassured, fully-audited, transparent and verifiable
global credit risk reference data across business
divisions and asset classes. The global risk
management solution from TCS BaNCS is flexible, in
that it seamlessly connects with analytical engines and
rating models, and rapidly adapts to enhancements in
bank-specific risk policies or regulatory requirements.
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Real-time Aggregated Risk
Exposure

Proven data model
Streamlined data collation process
to ensure data quality
Consolidated and controlled
maintenance of risk reference data
Audit trails/reports
Complete coverage of all asset classes
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Continuous Risk Monitoring
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Fully drillable aggregated portfolio
exposure views
Business rules/netting rules
Portfolio level limits and exposures
Risk mitigants (collateral assets,
guarantees)

Management Reporting

Credit appraisal and integrated credit
approval process
Integrated spreading and probability
of default rating calculators
Detection & classification of excesses
Causal analysis
Breach analysis and its follow-up
till logical closure
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Management dashboard
Oversight for the Board/Senior
management for governance
Real-time availability of decision
support information
Slice & dice information and
ad-hoc reporting
Real-time market data

The global risk management solution from TCS BaNCS gives your firm the agility to manage global risk events swiftly by
using information-driven, decision-making tools, fostering prudent risk management practices.

An overview of our global risk management solution

Benefits

Features

Developed on a service-oriented, scalable, highperformance platform for global 24x7 use, global risk
management solution from TCS BaNCS easily
integrates with heterogeneous trading/booking
systems and various data hubs. Further, it helps banks
with the following:

The global risk management solution from TCS BaNCS
reclaims enormous time lost in gathering data manually
from disparate applications for effective credit risk
analysis and control. By embedding data governance
standards and risk management practises into business
processes, it builds a single source of risk-related
reference data and improves risk management
capabilities of the bank. It further helps banks with
functionalities such as:.
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Single source of risk information. By establishing
cross-referencing between counterparty source
systems, accounts and trading engines, our solution
prevents over estimation of RWA (Risk Weighted
Assets) and provisions, and facilitates large exposure
and concentration reporting
Risk process governance. By increasing
coordination between various risk management
functions, our solution helps banks to implement
credit policy
Unified, yet agile platform. A comprehensive
yet flexible global risk management solution from
TCS BaNCS can be customized and integrated with
institution-specific rating models, analytical
engines, and decision engines
Reduced Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).
By integrating disparate applications across
client on-boarding, facility agreement, collateral
management, limit management and sanctioning,
exposure management and reporting into a
single solution, it enhances user experience and
reduces TCO
Accelerated delivery. Leveraging TCS BaNCS
accelerators such as development tools for autocode generation, and Service Integrator for easy,
scalable, technology-agnostic, and resilient
integration with the bank’s IT infrastructure,
it ensures quicker time-to-market and minimizes
project risks.
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Risk management dashboards. The global risk
management solution from TCS BaNCS provides realtime, institution-wide, consolidated risk data visibility
and multiple portfolio views across business lines
and asset classes
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Financial spreading, credit analysis and
sanctioning process. Spanning across counterparty,
facility agreements, multi-faceted limits, credit
analysis and sanctioning capabilities, it provides
delegated lending authorities implementation
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Collateral management. The solution allows for
maintenance and ranking of collateral -- both assets
and guarantors — at counterparty, facility
agreement, and trade levels
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Excess management. The solution enables the
banks to identify excesses automatically and classify
them into active, passive, material and immaterial
breaches. Its comprehensive workflow mechanism
tracks assigned tickets to credit officers and tracks
them until closure

n

User configurable alerts, warning notification,
and widgets. Provides configured widgets for
alerts based on external market or internal events,
tracking pending actions and hotlinks, with the
ability to email and view these notifications

How we help our customers
TCS BaNCS partnered with a leading, global European investment bank to deploy our web-based
Global Risk Management solution in order to build a single source of counterparty limits and
exposures. Leveraging fine-grained security access controls, the application enabled the bank to
perform the entire credit analysis and sanctioning process from client on-boarding, facility and
limits setup, rating scorings to credit analysis, sanctioning and excess monitoring. In the process of
implementing on its strategic vision, multiple tactical systems were retired, thereby, eliminating
data redundancy issues. The global risk management solution from TCS BaNCS also helped the bank
in off-shoring parts of the credit management process through its granular security and data access
controls.
The bank benefited from improved process efficiencies by implementing standard credit risk
policies across multiple business divisions and products around the globe, and reduced total cost
of ownership by consolidating and retiring overlapping applications into an integrated solution.

Why TCS BaNCS
The TCS BaNCS product suite for banking, capital markets and insurance enables business
transformation in financial services. Increasing operational efficiency and helping financial
institutions stay agile, our solutions deliver a competitive edge with unmatched certainty.
We aspire to be better than established benchmarks, which is why we have embedded an
Alpha (“α”), representing superior returns delivered to our customers, consciously and
prominently within our brand. The plug and play, component-based product suite
consistently turns in impressive benchmark results, with a fine-tuned, highly scalable
technology architecture that supports financial institutions with the highest capacities for
transaction volumes, peak transactions per second, and transaction history size. With such a
track record, it is only natural that the TCS BaNCS product suite can help financial institutions
of any size gain a distinct, competitive edge.

Contact
To learn more about how we can help you innovate, transform and experience certainty through our
Global Risk Management solution, connect with us at www.tcs.com/bancs or tcs.bancs@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

